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NEW
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Next Level Efficiency
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NEW
Adventurer 5M
Effortless Printing with 20000mm/s² Acceleration
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LATEST CUSTOMER STORIES
[image: 3D printers are incredibly useful in ASP school's STEM education]
3D printers are incredibly useful in ASP school's STEM education
ASP school enables students to engage more closely with Engineering and Technology with the usability of 3D printer







[image: 3D printer has morphed Mattias' home into a creativity hub]
3D printer has morphed Mattias' home into a creativity hub
"When something breaks or is missing, I design, model, and print it." It's thrilling to see a design on screen and then hold it in hand after a few iterations.
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Flashforge help build the fastest R/C tracked vehicle in the world
With Flashforge Guider 3 Plus 3D printer, rctestflight, a well-known American blogger, completed a major project "Manufacturing the World's Fastest R/C Tracked Vehicle" . His video has received millions of views on YouTube.







[image: Flashforge 3D printer helps unleash Elton’s creativity in photography]
Flashforge 3D printer helps unleash Elton’s creativity in photography
With those 3D printed objects he could build his own scenarios for photography







[image: Tammi's passion for 3D printing turned her business into full-fledged]
Tammi's passion for 3D printing turned her business into full-fledged
Tammi found success in 3D printing and starting her business online selling 3D printed moulds
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PRESS REVIEWS
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The series, consisting of the Flashforge Adventurer 5M and 5M Pro 3D printers, follows the success of the Finder and Adventurer series. With these newest machines, the company’s goal is to focus on high-speed additive manufacturing, improve professional performance and make desktop 3D printing more efficient.
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            The Adventurer 5M series exemplifies Flashforge’s unwavering commitment to making high-speed 3D printing technology not only enjoyable but also beneficial and affordable for the public. Whether you are a designer, hobbyist, educator, or 3D print enthusiast, Flashforge aims to provide an effortless method for your idea in quick prototyping, DIY creation, informative teaching, or livelihood through production. Most importantly, the goal is to ensure that individuals find joy in their 3D printing experiences.
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            This printer is well-suited to 3D printing beginners – with a pre-assembled nozzle (0.4mm-280℃) and an out-of-the-box design, it eliminates complex setup procedures. Users can expect a smooth first-layer surface – ensuring high-quality results from the first print. Additionally, the printer has different nozzle options (users can easily detach and swap nozzles by hand pinching the button) and an automatic leveling system (removing the manual trial and error often faced by beginners).
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            Central to the Adventurer 5M Pro’s features is its emphasis on speed. The 3D printer offers an exceptional High-Speed Printing capability, reaching a maximum speed of 600mm/s and a peak acceleration of 20,000mm/s².The Adventurer 5M series exemplifies Flashforge’s unwavering commitment to making high-speed 3D printing technology not only enjoyable but also beneficial and affordable for the public. Whether you are a designer, hobbyist, educator, or 3D print enthusiast, Flashforge aims to provide an effortless method for your idea in quick prototyping, DIY creation, informative teaching, or livelihood through production. Most importantly, the goal is to ensure that individuals find joy in their 3D printing experiences.
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